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Abstract
Given a compact p-adic Lie group G over a finite unramified extension
L/Qp let GL/Qp be the product over all Galois conjugates of G. We con-
struct an exact and faithful functor from admissible G-Banach space rep-
resentations to admissible locally L-analytic GL/Qp -representations that
coincides with passage to analytic vectors in case L = Qp. On the other
hand, we study the functor ”passage to analytic vectors” and its derived
functors over general basefields. As an application we compute the higher
analytic vectors in certain locally analytic induced representations.
1 Introduction
Recently, Schneider and Teitelbaum initiated a systematic study of continuous
representations of p-adic Lie groups into p-adic topological vector spaces (cf.
[ST1-6]). A central result in this theory is that in case of a compact groupG over
Qp the algebra of locally analytic distributions on G is a faithfully flat extension
of the algebra of continuous distributions. As a consequence, passage to analytic
vectors constitutes an exact and faithful functor FQp from admissible Banach
spaceG-representations to admissible locally analyticG-representations. Due to
its properties FQp is a basic tool in a possible classification of admissible topolog-
ically irreducible (unitary) Banach space representations which is of particular
interest in the realm of the p-adic Langlands programme. It is therefore a nat-
ural question (raised by J. Teitelbaum, cf. [T]) how to correctly generalize the
above results to groups over arbitrary base fields Qp ⊆ L.
Given a compact locally L-analytic group G simple examples show that the
naive analogues of the above results do not hold (for example, FL is not exact
and often zero). The reason, as we believe, is that the notion of a K-valued
locally L-analytic function depends on embedding the base field L into the
coefficient field K. Consequently, we introduce, at least in case L/Qp Galois,
the various restrictions of scalars Gσ of G via σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp) together with
their function spaces. Let GL/Qp :=
∏
σ Gσ. Denoting as usual by D
c(.,K) and
D(.,K) continuous and locally analytic K-valued distributions respectively we
construct a ring extension
Dc(G,K)→ D(GL/Qp ,K)
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which reduces to the former in case L = Qp and is faithfully flat in case L/Qp
is unramified (Thm. 4.6). To obtain from this a well-behaved generalization
of FQp we introduce for any Banach space G-representation V the subspace
Vσ−an of σ-analytic vectors whose formation is functorial in V . Denoting by
BanadmG (K) and Rep
a
K(G) the abelian categories of admissible Banach space
and locally analytic representations of G over K respectively we construct a
functor
F : BanadmG (K)→ Rep
a
K(GL/Qp)
that enjoys, in case L/Qp unramified, the following properties (Thm. 4.7):
it is exact and faithful and coincides with FQp in case L = Qp. Given V ∈
BanadmG (K) the representation F (V ) is strongly admissible. Viewed as a Gσ−1 -
representation F (V ) contains Vσ−an as a closed subrepresentation and functorial
in V . The results obtained so far generalize two main theorems of Schneider
and Teitelbaum (cf. [S], Thm. 4.2/3) to unramified extensions L/Qp.
The functor FL (over a general finite extension L/Qp) being nevertheless
an important construction we continue our work by studying its derived func-
tors. More generally, for an arbitrary locally L-analytic group G we study
the functor ”passage to L-analytic vectors” FLQp from admissible locally Qp-
analytic representations to admissible locally L-analytic representations. Then
FL = F
L
Qp
◦ FQp if G is compact and we may deduce left-exactness of FL. It is
unclear at present whether the categories of admissible locally analytic represen-
tations have enough injective objects. Nevertheless, we prove that FLQp extends
to a cohomological δ-functor RiFLQp between admissible representations vanish-
ing in degrees i > ([L : Qp] − 1) dimLG. The functors R
iFLQp turn out to be
certain Ext-groups and satisfy RiFL = R
iFLQp ◦FQp with R
iFL the right-derived
functors of FL.
As an application we study the interaction of the δ-functor RiFLQp with
locally analytic induction. Let P ⊆ G be a closed subgroup (satisfying a mild
extra condition). For all i ≥ 0 we obtain (Thm. 7.5)
RiFLQp ◦ Ind
G0
P0
= IndGP ◦R
iFLQp
as functors on finite dimensional locally Qp-analytic P -representations. Here,
(.)0 refers to the underlying Qp-analytic group. In case that G equals the L-
points of a quasi-split connected reductive group over L and P a parabolic
subgroup we deduce from this an explicit formula for the higher analytic vectors
in principal series representations of G.
Notations. Let |.| be the p-adic absolute value of Cp normalized by |p| = p
−1.
Let Qp ⊆ L ⊆ K ⊆ Cp be complete intermediate fields with respect to |.| where
L/Qp is a finite extension of degree n and K is discretely valued. Let o ⊆ L
be the valuation ring. G always denotes a locally L-analytic group with Lie
algebra g. Their restriction of scalars to Qp are denoted by G0 and g0. For any
field F denote by V ecF the category of F -vector spaces. For any ring R denote
by M(R) the category of right modules. Let κ = 1 or 2 if p is odd or even
respectively. We refer to [NVA] for all notions from non-archimedean functional
analysis.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Peter Schneider for leading
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and Jan Kohlhaase for some helpful remarks. Part of this work was done during
a stay of the author at the De´partement de Mathe´matiques, Universite´ Paris-
Sud funded by the European Network ”Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry”. The
author is grateful for the support of both institutions.
2 Fre´chet-Stein algebras
In this section we recall and discuss two classes of Fre´chet-Stein algebras: dis-
tribution algebras and hyperenveloping algebras. For a detailed account on
abstract Fre´chet-Stein algebras as well as distribution algebras as their first
examples we refer to [ST5]. For all basic theory on uniform pro-p groups we
refer to [DDMS]. Throughout this work all indices r are supposed to satisfy the
technical conditions r ∈ pQ, p−1 < r < 1 and r /∈ {p
−1
ph−ph−1 , h ∈ N}.
A K-Fre´chet algebra A is called (two-sided) Fre´chet-Stein if there is a se-
quence q1 ≤ q2 ≤ ... of algebra norms on A defining its Fre´chet topology and
such that for all m ∈ N the completion Am of A with respect to qm is a left and
right noetherian K-Banach algebra and a flat left and right Am+1-module via
the natural map Am+1 → Am.
Theorem 2.1 (Schneider-Teitelbaum) Given a compact locally L-analytic
group G the algebra D(G,K) of K-valued locally analytic distributions on G is
Fre´chet-Stein.
This is [ST5], Thm. 5.1. We recall the construction thereby fixing some
notation: choose a normal open subgroup H0 ⊆ G0 which is a uniform pro-
p group. Choose a minimal set of ordered generators h1, ..., hd for H0. The
bijective global chart Zdp → H0 for the manifold H0 given by
(x1, ..., xd) 7→ h
x1
1 ...h
xd
d (1)
induces a topological isomorphism Can(H0,K) ≃ C
an(Zdp,K) for the locally
convex spaces of K-valued locally analytic functions. In this isomorphism the
right-hand side is a space of classical Mahler series and the dual isomorphism
D(H0,K) ≃ D(Z
d
p,K) therefore realizes D(H0,K) as a space of noncommuta-
tive power series. More precisely, putting bi := hi − 1 ∈ Z[G], b
α := bα11 ...b
αd
d
for α ∈ Nd0 the Fre´chet space D(H0,K) equals all convergent series
λ =
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
α (2)
with dα ∈ K such that the set {|dα|r
κ|α|}α is bounded for all r. The family of
norms ‖.‖r defined via ‖λ‖r := supα |dα|r
κ|α| defines the Fre´chet topology. They
are multiplicative and the corresponding completions Dr(H0,K) are K-Banach
algebras exhibiting a Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(H0,K). Choose representa-
tives g1, ..., gr for the cosets in H\G and define on D(G0,K) = ⊕iD(H0,K) gi
the norms ||
∑
i λi gi||r := maxi ||λi||r. The completions Dr(G0,K) are the de-
sired Banach algebras for D(G0,K). Finally, D(G,K) is equipped with the cor-
responding quotient norms ‖.‖r¯ coming from the quotient map ι
′ : D(G0,K)→
D(G,K). The latter arises as the dual map to the embedding
ι : Can(G,K) ⊆ Can(G0,K). (3)
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Passing to the norm completions Dr(G,K) yields the appropriate Banach alge-
bras.
We mention another important feature of D(G,K) in case G0 is a uniform
pro-p group. Each algebra Dr(G0,K) carries the filtration defined by the addi-
tive subgroups
F srDr(G0,K) := {λ ∈ Dr(G0,K), ||λ||r ≤ p
−s}
and F s+r Dr(G0,K) (defined as F
s
rDr(G0,K) via replacing ≤ by <) for s ∈ R.
Put
gr˙rDr(G0,K) := ⊕s∈R F
s
rDr(G0,K)/F
s+
r Dr(G0,K)
for the associated graded ring. Given λ ∈ F srDr(G0,K) \ F
s+
r Dr(G0,K) we
denote by σ(λ) = λ + F s+r Dr(G0,K) ∈ gr˙rDr(G0,K) the principal symbol
of λ. Note that Dr(G,K) ≃ Dr(G0,K)/Ir is endowed with the quotient fil-
tration where I := ker D(G0,K) → D(G,K) and Ir denotes the closure of
I ⊆ Dr(G0,K). These filtrations are exhaustive, separated, complete and quasi-
integral (in the sense of [ST5], §1). For λ 6= 0 in Dr(G,K) the principal symbol
σ(λ) ∈ gr˙rDr(G,K) is defined analogously.
Theorem 2.2 (Schneider-Teitelbaum) If G0 is a d-dimensional locally Qp-
analytic group and uniform pro-p then there is an isomorphism of gr˙ K-algebras
gr˙rDr(G0,K)
∼
−→ (gr˙ K)[X1, ..., Xd], σ(bi) 7→ Xi.
This is [loc.cit.], Thm. 4.5. Since gr˙rDr(G,K) equals a quotient of gr˙rDr(G0,K)
eachDr(G,K) is a complete filtered ring with noetherian graded ring and hence,
is a Zariski ring (cf. [LVO], II.2.2.1).
Working over the base field L we shall need to impose a mild additional
condition on uniform subgroups. Let G be a d-dimensional locally L-analytic
group whose underlying Qp-analytic group is uniform. Any minimal ordered set
of generators for G0 defines a global chart Z
nd
p → G0 and hence, determines a
Qp-basis of g0. Note that g0 ≃ gL canonically over Qp ([B-VAR], 5.14.5). We
call G uniform* if the generators can be chosen in such a way that this basis has
the form vixj for a Zp-basis v1 = 1, v2, ..., vn of oL and an L-basis x1, ..., xd of gL.
By [Sch], Cor. 4.4 each locally L-analytic group has a fundamental system of
neighbourhoods of the identity consisting of normal uniform* subgroups (note
that being uniform* implies the condition (L) used in [loc.cit.])
We turn to another closely related class of Fre´chet-Stein algebras. Let G be a
locally L-analytic group of dimension d. Let U(g) be the enveloping algebra and
let Can1 (G,K) be the stalk at 1 ∈ G of the sheaf of K-valued locally L-analytic
functions on G. It is a topological algebra with augmentation whose underlying
locally convex K-vector space is of compact type (for the basic properties of
such spaces we refer to [ST2], §1). Denote by U(g,K) := Can1 (G,K)
′
b its strong
dual, the hyperenveloping algebra (cf. [P], §8). The notation reflects that, up to
isomorphism, U(g,K) depends only on g. It is a topological algebra with aug-
mentation on a nuclear Fre´chet space. There is a canonical algebra embedding
U(g) ⊆ U(g,K) with dense image compatible with the augmentations. The
formation of Can1 (G,K) and U(g,K) (as locally convex topological algebras) is
functorial in G and converts direct products into (projectively) completed tensor
products taken overK. Dualizing the strict surjection Can(G,K)→ Can1 (G,K)
yields an injective continuous algebra map U(g,K)→ D(G,K) which is a topo-
logical embedding with closed image.
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Theorem 2.3 (Kohlhaase) Suppose G0 is a uniform pro-p group. Denote by
h11, ..., hnd a minimal set of ordered generators and put bij = hij − 1. Denote
by Ur(g,K) the closure of U(g,K) ⊆ Dr(G,K). There is a number ǫ(r, p) ∈ N
depending only on r and p such that the (left or right) Ur(g,K)-module Dr(G,K)
is finite free on the basis R := {bα, αij < ǫ(r, p) for all (i, j) ∈ {1, ..., n} ×
{1, ..., d}}. Letting x1, ..., xd be an L-basis of g and X
β := xβ11 · · · x
βd
d one has as
K-vector spaces
Ur(g,K) = {
∑
β∈Nd0
dβX
β, dβ ∈ K, ||dβX
β||r¯ → 0 for |β| → ∞}
where the power series expansions are uniquely determined. The Banach alge-
bras Ur(g,K) exhibit U(g,K) as a Fre´chet-Stein algebra.
Proof: This is extracted from (the proof of) [Ko1], Thm. 1.4.2. The number
ǫ(r, p) equals the (unique) value of t where the supremum supt∈N |1/t|r
κt is at-
tained. 
In [loc.cit.] the noetherian and the flatness property of the family Ur(g,K)
is immediately deduced from the commutative diagram
Ur(g,K) −−−−→ Ur′(g,K)y y
Dr(G,K) −−−−→ Dr′(G,K)
for r′ ≤ r in which the lower horizontal arrow is a flat map between noetherian
rings and the vertical arrows are, by the first statement in the theorem, finite
free ring extensions. We also remark that the first statement in the theorem in
case L = Qp is due to H. Frommer ([F], 1.4 Lem. 3, Cor. 1/2/3).
Proposition 2.4 Suppose G0 is uniform* and let x1, ..., xd be the corresponding
basis of gL. Endowing the extension Ur(g,K) ⊆ Dr(G,K) with the ‖.‖r¯-norm
filtration the map gr˙r Ur(g,K)→ gr˙rDr(G,K) is finite free on the basis σ(R).
Moreover, gr˙r Ur(g,K) equals a polynomial ring in σ(x1), ..., σ(xd) and ||.||r¯ is
multiplicative on Ur(g,K). For any λ =
∑
β∈Nd0
dβX
β ∈ Ur(g,K) one has
||λ||r¯ = sup
β
|dβ |c
|β|
r
where cr ∈ R>0 depends only on r and p.
Proof: Let v1, ..., vn be a corresponding Zp-basis of oL for the uniform* group
G. Then hij := exp(vixj) are a minimal set of topological generators for G. Put
as usual bij := hij − 1. Now vixj = log(1 + bij) is a Qp-basis for g0 and a short
calculation yields σ(vixj) = σ(bij)
ph with h depending only on r and p. Hence,
Thm. 2.2 translates the map gr˙r Ur(g0,K)→ gr˙rDr(G0,K) into the inclusion
(gr˙ K)[Xp
h
11 , ..., X
ph
nd ] ⊆ (gr˙ K)[X11, ..., Xnd]. For L = Qp we obtain from this
all statements together with the fact that the Ur(g0,K)-module basis R for
Dr(G0,K) is in fact orthogonal with respect to ||.||r. By [Sch], Lem. 5.3/Prop.
5.5 the graded ideal gr˙r Ir where Ir = ker (Dr(G0,K)→ Dr(G,K)) is generated
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by the elements Xp
h
ij − v¯iX
ph
1j where v¯i ∈ gr˙ K equals the residue class of vi. By
similar arguments the same holds true for gr˙r Jr where Jr = ker (Ur(g0,K)→
Ur(g,K)). It follows that Ir = ⊕g∈R Jr g. By orthogonality the quotient norm
on Ur(g,K) with respect to ||.||r and Ur(g0,K) → Ur(g,K) equals precisely
‖.‖r¯. In other words, gr˙r Ur(g0,K)/grJr ≃ gr˙r Ur(g,K) and since gr˙r Ir ∩
gr˙r Ur(g0,K) = gr˙r Jr the first statement follows. Now gr˙r Ur(g0,K)/grJr is
readily seen to be a polynomial ring in the residue classes of the Xp
h
1j , j = 1, ..., d
which correspond to σ(xj) ∈ gr˙r Ur(g,K). This implies that ‖.‖r¯ is multiplica-
tive on Ur(g,K), that the topological K-basis X
β, β ∈ Nd0 for Ur(g,K) is in
fact an orthogonal basis with respect to ‖.‖r¯ and that cr := ||xj ||r¯ = ||xj ||r =
|| log(1 + b1j)||r = supt∈N |1/t|r
κt depends only on r and p. 
Next we prove a proposition on the compatibility of two Fre´chet-Stein struc-
tures. This will be used in the proof of Thm. 7.5.
Lemma 2.5 Let G be a compact locally L-analytic group of dimension d and
P ⊆ G a closed subgroup of dimension l ≤ d. There is an open normal subgroup
G′ ⊆ G with the following properties: it is uniform* with respect to bases x1, ..., xd
and v1, ..., vn. Furthermore, P
′ := P ∩ G′ is uniform* with respect to the bases
x1, ..., xl and v1, ..., vn.
Proof: Denote the Lie algebras of G resp. P by gL resp. pL. Denote by G0, P0
the underlying locally Qp-analytic groups. Applying [DDMS], Prop. 3.9, Thm.
4.2/4.5 we see that P contains a uniform subgroup P1 such that every open nor-
mal subgroup of P lying in P1 is uniform itself. After this preliminary remark
we choose, according to [Sch], Cor. 4.4 and (the proof of) [loc.cit.], Prop. 4.3,
a locally L-analytic group G′ open normal in G with the following properties:
it is uniform* with an L-basis x1, ..., xd of gL such that x1, ..., xl is an L-basis of
pL. Furthermore, we may arrange that P
′ := G′ ∩ P ⊆ P1. Since x1, ..., xl is an
L-basis of pL and exp may be viewed an exponential map for P the nl elements
exp(vixj), i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., l are part of a minimal generating system for
G′ and lie in G′ ∩ P = P ′. Since they are pairwise different modulo G′p, hence
modulo P ′p it follows from dimLP
′ = l that they form a minimal generating
system for the uniform group P ′. Thus, P ′ is uniform* with the required bases.

Proposition 2.6 Let G be a compact locally L-analytic group. There is a fam-
ily of norms (||.||r) on D(G0,K) with the following properties: it defines the
Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(G0,K) as well as on the subalgebra D(P0,K).
For each r the completion Dr(G0,K) is flat as a Dr(P0,K)-module. The family
of quotient norms (‖.‖r¯) defines the Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(G,K) as well
as on the subalgebra D(P,K). For each r the completion Dr(G,K) is flat as a
Dr(P,K)-module.
Proof: Apply the preceding lemma to P ⊆ G to find an open normal subgroup
G′ ⊆ G which is uniform* with respect to bases xj and vi. The nd elements
exp(vixj) are then topological generators for G
′ where the first nl elements
(l := dimLP ) generate the uniform group P
′ := P ∩G′. Endow D(G0,K) and
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D(G,K) with the Fre´chet-Stein structures constructed in the beginning of this
section and restrict the norms to D(P0,K) and D(P,K). Then [ST6], Prop.
6.2. yields all statements over Qp. By definition, the quotient map D(G0,K)→
D(G,K) restricts to the quotient map D(P0,K) → D(P,K) whence it is easy
to see that the restricted norms ‖.‖r¯ on D(P,K) equal the quotient norms.
Hence they realize a Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(P,K) and only the last claim
remains to be justified. By the argument given at the end of [loc.cit.] it suffices
to prove it for the pair P ′ ⊆ G′. Applying Prop. 2.4 to D(P ′,K) and D(G′,K)
we obtain a commutative diagram of commutative algebras
gr˙r Ur(p,K) −−−−→ gr˙r Ur(g,K)y y
gr˙rDr(P
′,K) −−−−→ gr˙rDr(G
′,K)
in which the vertical arrows are finite free ring extensions on bases σ(R(p)) resp.
σ(R(g)). By our assumptions and by the explicit shape of these bases there is a
set S ⊆ σ(R(g)) such that σ(R(g)) = {s t, s ∈ S, t ∈ σ(R(p))}. It follows that
the map of gr˙rDr(P
′,K)-modules
⊕g∈S gr˙rDr(P
′,K)⊗gr˙r Ur(p,K) gr˙r Ur(g,K)→ gr˙rDr(G
′,K)
induced by (λ⊗µ)g 7→
∑
g λµ g is bijective. Using [ST5], Prop. 1.2 we are hence
reduced to prove the flatness of the upper horizontal arrow. But this equals the
inclusion of a polynomial ring over gr˙ K in l variables into one of d variables
(again by Prop. 2.4) which is clearly flat. 
In case L = Qp this result is precisely [ST6], Prop. 6.2. The proof of our
proposition was simplified by a remark of J. Kohlhaase.
We finish this section with some results on the Lie algebra cohomology of
U(g,K). Recall the homological standard complex of free U(g)-modules U(g)⊗L∧˙
g whose differential is given via
∂(λ⊗ x1 ∧ ... ∧ xq) =
∑
s<t(−1)
s+tλ⊗ [xs, xt] ∧ x1 ∧ ... ∧ x̂s ∧ ... ∧ x̂t ∧ ... ∧ xq
+
∑
s(−1)
s+1λxs ⊗ x1 ∧ ... ∧ x̂s ∧ ... ∧ xq.
Composing with the augmentation U(g) → L yields a finite free resolution
of the U(g)-module L and H∗(g, V ) := h∗(HomL(
∧˙
g, V )) resp. H∗(g, V ) :=
h∗(V ⊗L
∧˙
g) as objects in V ecL for any g-module V . Assume V ∈ V ecK is
nuclear Fre´chet or of compact type such that g acts by continuous K-linear
operators. Endow each V ⊗L
∧q
g resp. HomL(
∧q
g, V ) with the projective
tensor product topology resp. the strong topology. The obvious map V ′b ⊗L∧q
g→ (HomL(
∧q
g, V ))′b is a topological isomorphism and identifies V
′
b ⊗L
∧˙
g
with the strong dual of HomL(
∧˙
g, V ) (e.g. [P], 1.4). Endow H∗(g, V ) resp.
H∗(g, V ) always with the induced topologies.
Lemma 2.7 Let V be a nuclear Fre´chet space with continuous g-action. Sup-
pose the differential in V ⊗L
∧˙
g is strict. There are isomorphisms of locally
convex K-vector spaces
H∗(g, V ′b ) ≃ H∗(g, V )
′
b (4)
natural in V .
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Proof: Since V ⊗L
∧˙
g consists of Fre´chet spaces the differential has closed
image. By [ST2], Thm. 1.1, Prop. 1.2 the complex (V ⊗L
∧˙
g)′b consists of
spaces of compact type and has a strict differential with closed image. Thus,
we may substitute in the proof of [Ko2], Lem. 3.6 all weak topologies by the
strong topologies and obtain K-linear bijections H∗(g, V )
′
b = (h∗(V ⊗L
∧˙
g))′b ≃
h∗((V ⊗L
∧˙
g)′b) which are readily seen to be topological. Since HomL(
∧˙
g, V ′b )
consists of spaces of compact type the remark preceding the lemma implies
(V ⊗L
∧˙
g)′b ≃ HomL(
∧˙
g, V ′b ) topologically whence the claim. 
Proposition 2.8 One has ⊕∗H∗(g, U(g,K)) = H0(g, U(g,K)) = K.
Proof: Over the complex numbers this follows from [P], Thm. 8.6. In our setting
our results allow to give a proof along the lines of [ST6], Prop. 3.1. The case
∗ = 0 is clear. Now being a Fre´chet-Stein algebra (Thm.2.3) the topology on
U(g,K) is nuclear Fre´chet and the differential in U(g,K)⊗L
∧˙
g is strict ([ST5],
§3). By Lem. 2.7 it suffices to prove H∗(g, Can1 (G,K)) = 0 for ∗ > 0. By [BW],
VII.1.1. the complex HomL(
∧˙
g, Can1 (G,K)) equals (up to sign) the stalk at
1 ∈ G of the deRham complex of K-valued global locally-analytic differential
forms on the manifold G. By the usual Poincare´ lemma the latter is acyclic. 
3 Continuous representations and analytic vec-
tors
We recall some definitions and results from continuous representation theory
relying on [S]. We introduce the notion of analytic vector and prove some basic
properties.
A locally analytic G-representation is a barrelled locally convex Hausdorff
K-vectorspace V equipped with a G-action via continuous operators such that
for all v ∈ V the orbit map ov : G→ V, g 7→ g
−1v lies in Can(G, V ), the space
of V -valued locally analytic functions on G. With continuous K-linear G-maps
these representations form a category RepK(G). Endowing C
an(G, V ) with the
left regular action ((g.f)(h) = f(g−1h)) yields Can(G, V ) ∈ RepK(G) and a G-
equivariant embedding o : V → Can(G, V ), v 7→ ov. Let Rep
a
K(G) ⊆ RepK(G)
be the full subcategory of admissible representations. Denote the abelian cate-
gory of coadmissible modules by CG. There is an anti-equivalence Rep
a
K(G) ≃
CG via V 7→ V
′
b . In particular, any M ∈ CG has a nuclear Fre´chet topology (the
canonical topology). If G is compact CG contains all finitely presented modules.
In this case, a V ∈ RepaK(G) such that V
′ is finitely generated is called strongly
admissible.
Now let G be compact and K/Qp be finite. A Banach space representation
of G is a K-Banach space V with a linear action of G such that G × V → V
is continuous. Let Dc(G,K) be the algebra of continuous K-valued distribu-
tions on G. Denote by BanadmG (K) the abelian category of admissible repre-
sentations and by Mfg(Dc(G,K)) the finitely generated modules. There is an
anti-equivalence BanadmG (K) ≃ M
fg(Dc(G,K)) via V 7→ V ′. In particular,
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BanadmG (K) has enough injective objects. If V ∈ Ban
adm
G (K) then v ∈ V is
called a locally L-analytic vector if the orbit map g 7→ gv lies in Can(G, V ). The
subspace Van ⊆ V consisting of all these vectors has an induced continuous G-
action and is endowed with the subspace topology arising from the embedding
o : Van → C
an(G, V ). By [E1], Prop. 2.1.26 the inclusion C(G,K) ⊆ Can(G,K)
is continuous and dualizes therefore to an algebra map Dc(G,K)→ D(G,K).
Theorem 3.1 (Schneider-Teitelbaum) Let G be compact and K/Qp be fi-
nite. Suppose that L = Qp. The map
Dc(G,K) −→ D(G,K) (5)
is faithfully flat. Given V ∈ BanadmG (K) the representation Van is a strongly
admissible locally analytic representation and Van ⊆ V is norm-dense. The
functor FQp : V 7→ Van between Ban
adm
G (K) and Rep
a
K(G) is exact. The dual
functor equals base extension.
This is [S], Thm. 4.2/3. Given the exactness statement Van ⊆ V being dense is
equivalent to the functor being faithful. However, in general, the functor is not
full (cf. [E2], end of §3). Furthermore, if L 6= Qp, it is generally not exact and
can be zero on objects. For example (cf. [E1], §3) let G = (oL,+) and suppose
ψ : G → K is Qp-linear but not L-linear. The two-dimensional representation
of G given by the matrix
(
1 ψ
1
)
is an extension of the trivial representation
by itself but not locally L-analytic.
To study FL we have to introduce another functor. Let G be an arbitrary lo-
cally L-analytic group and Qp ⊆ K be discretely valued. Given V ∈ RepK(G0)
we call v ∈ V a locally L-analytic vector if ov ∈ C
an(G0, V ) lies in the subspace
Can(G, V ). Denote the space of these vectors, endowed with the subspace topol-
ogy from V , by Van. Since translation on G is locally L-analytic Van has an
induced continuous G-action. In the following we will show that the correspon-
dance V 7→ Van induces a functor
FLQp : Rep
a
K(G0)→ Rep
a
K(G).
Given V ∈ RepK(G) the Lie algebra g acts on V via continuous endomorphisms
xv :=
d
dt
exp(tx)v|t=0
for x ∈ g, v ∈ V . Denote by Can1 (G,K) the local ring at 1 ∈ G as introduced
before. Given f ∈ Can(G,K) denote its image in Can1 (G,K) by [f ]. Viewing g0
as point derivations on Can1 (G0,K) restricting derivations to C
an
1 (G,K) induces
a map L⊗Qpg0 → g. Denote its kernel by g
0. Let (g0) denote the two-sided ideal
generated by g0 inside U(g0,K) as well as in D(G0,K). It equals the kernel
of the quotient maps U(g0,K)→ U(g,K) as well as D(G0,K)→ D(G,K) (by
straighforward generalizations of [Sch], Lem. 5.1)
Lemma 3.2 An element f ∈ Can(G0,K) is locally L-analytic at 1 ∈ G if and
only if the space of derivations g0 annihilates [f ].
Proof: The function f is locally L-analytic at 1 if and only if this is true for
[f ]. By Thm. 2.3 U(g0,K) is Fre´chet-Stein. Hence (g
0) ⊆ U(g0,K) being
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finitely generated is closed. By [B-TVS], IV.2.2 Corollary the natural map
Can1 (G0,K)/C
an
1 (G,K)→ (g
0)′ is an isomorphism whence the claim follows. 
Lemma 3.3 Given V ∈ RepK(G0) of compact type one has Van = V
g0 as
subspaces of V . In particular, Van ⊆ V is closed.
Proof: This follows also from [E1], Prop. 3.6.19 but we give a proof in the
present language. We may assume that G is compact. Suppose first that
V = Can(G0,K). The inclusion Van ⊆ V
g0 is clear from Lem. 3.2. Let
f ∈ V g
0
and g ∈ G. Denote by Ad the adjoint action of G. Since g0 is
L ⊗Qp Ad(g)-stable the identity gxg
−1.v = Ad(g)x.v for v ∈ V implies that g.f
(left regular action) lies in V g
0
whence is locally analytic at 1 ∈ G by Lem.
3.2. This settles the case V = Can(G0,K). For general V ∈ RepK(G0) of com-
pact type equipping Can(G0,K)⊗ˆKV with the diagonal action (trivial on the
second factor) the topological vector space isomorphism Can(G0,K)⊗ˆKV
∼
−→
Can(G0, V ) ([E1], Prop. 2.1.28) becomes G-equivariant. By continuity one ob-
tains Can(G0, V )
g0 = closure of Can(G0,K)
g0 ⊗K V which, by the first step,
equals Can(G, V ). Hence, for v ∈ V we have g0 v = 0 ⇔ g0 ov = 0 ⇔ ov ∈
Can(G, V ) whence V g
0
= Van. 
We remark that, by definition, admissible locally analytic representations are,
in particular, vector spaces of compact type.
Proposition 3.4 The correspondance V 7→ Van induces a left exact functor
FLQp : Rep
a
K(G0)→ Rep
a
K(G).
The dual functor equals base extension.
Proof: By Lem. 3.3 Van ⊆ V is closed and hence of compact type. If H ⊆ G is a
compact open subgroup then since D(H0,K)/(g
0) = D(H,K) the strong dual
(Van)
′
b lies in CH0 ∩M(D(H,K)) = CH . Thus, Van ∈ Rep
a
K(G). It is immediate
that V 7→ Van is a functor which is left exact (Lem. 3.3). Putting h := g
0 in
Prop. 5.5 below the last claim follows. 
Corollary 3.5 Let G be compact and K/Qp be finite. One has FL = F
L
Qp
◦FQp
whence FL is left exact and the dual functor equals base extension.
Proof: Given V ∈ BanadmG (K) the identity FL(V ) = F
L
Qp
◦ FQp(V ) as abstract
K[G]-modules is clear from the definitions. Since Can(G, V ) ⊆ Can(G0, V ) is
a closed topological embedding (by a straightforward generalization of [ST4],
Lem. 1.2) the topology on the space FL(V ) = FQp(V ) ∩ C
an(G, V ) coincides
with the one induced by FQp(V ). By definition this equals the topology of
FLQp ◦ FQp(V ). The last claim follows from Thm. 3.1 and the last proposition
by associativity of the tensor product. 
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Remarks:
1. Since FL is not exact we obtain from the corollary that as a rule, the map
Dc(G,K) → D(G,K) is not flat for L 6= Qp (but see Thm. 4.6). In view of
the characterization as certain Lie invariants (Lem. 3.3) one may ask whether
flatness holds when G is semisimple. This is answered negatively by Cor. 7.8
below.
2. On certain interesting subcategories of RepaK(G0) the functor F
L
Qp
may
very well be exact. To give an example recall that V ∈ RepaK(G) is called
locally U(g)-finite if for all x ∈ V ′b the orbit U(g)x is contained in a finite
dimensional K-subspace of V ′b . These representations are studied in [ST1]. Let
Repa,fK (G) denote the full abelian subcategory of Rep
a
K(G) consisting of these
representations. We claim: if G is semisimple passage to analytic vectors is
an exact functor Repa,fK (G0) → Rep
a,f
K (G). Indeed: let V ∈ Rep
a,f
K (G0). It
suffices to see that H1(g0, V ) = 0. The g0-module V ′b is a direct limit of finite
dimensional ones W . Since g0 and thus g
0 are semisimple Lie algebras the first
Whitehead lemma together with Lem. 2.7 for ∗ = 1 yields H1(g
0,W ) = 0.
Since H1(g
0, .) commutes with direct limits using Lem. 2.7 again we obtain
H1(g0, V ) = 0.
4 σ-analytic vectors
In this section G denotes a compact d-dimensional locally L-analytic group.
Under the assumption that L/Qp is unramified we will prove a generalization
to Thm. 3.1.
So let us first assume that L/Qp is Galois. We start with a result on the
Fre´chet-Stein structure on U(g,K). Given σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp) let Gσ be the scalar
restriction of G via σ : L → L ([B-VAR], 5.14.1). It is a compact locally L-
analytic group. Denote by gσ its Lie algebra. Of course, (Gσ)0 = G0, (gσ)0 = g0
since σ is Qp-linear. Put GL/Qp :=
∏
σ Gσ and gL/Qp for its Lie algebra. There
is a commutative diagram of locally convex K-vector spaces
Can(GL/Qp ,K)
∆∗◦ι
−−−−→ Can(G0,K)
[.]
y y[.]
Can1 (GL/Qp ,K)
∆∗◦ι
−−−−→ Can1 (G0,K)
where the horizontal arrows are induced functorially from the diagonal map
∆ : G0 7→ (
∏
σ Gσ)0 together with the canonical embedding ι (cf. (3)).
Lemma 4.1 The lower horizontal map is bijective.
Proof: We may assume that G admits a global chart φ, that L = K and that
dimLG = 1. Using φ and the induced global chart for Gσ resp. G0 we arrive at a
map Can1 (
∏
σ Lσ, L)→ C
an
1 (Q
n
p , L) ≃ C
an
1 (L
n, L) where the first map depends
on a choice of Qp-basis vi of L and the second identification as rings is the obvi-
ous one. Tracing through the definitions shows that this map is induced by the
L-linear isomorphism
∏
σ Lσ ≃ L⊗QpL ≃ ⊕iLvi ≃ L
n and hence, is bijective. 
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Passing to strong duals yields a commutative diagramm of topological algebras
U(g0,K)
∼
−−−−→ U(gL/Qp ,K)
[.]′
y [.]′y
D(G0,K)
ι′◦∆∗−−−−→ D(GL/Qp ,K).
We abbreviate in the following ϕ := ι′ ◦∆∗.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose G is uniform*. For each r sufficiently close to 1 the above
diagram extends to a commutative diagram
Ur(g0,K) −−−−→ Ur(gL/Qp ,K)y y
Dr(G0,K)
ϕr
−−−−→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K)
of Banach algebras where the upper horizontal map is injective, norm-decreasing
and has dense image.
Proof: Let ||.||r be a fixed norm on D(G0,K) = D((Gσ)0,K) and let ‖.‖
σ
r¯ be
the quotient norm on D(Gσ,K) under ι
′
σ : D((Gσ)0,K) → D(Gσ,K). Let xj
and vi be bases for the uniform* group G. In particular x1, ..., xd is an L-basis
for g and v1 = 1, ..., vn is a Zp-basis for oL. The elements hij := exp(vixj)
are a minimal set of topological generators for G0. Putting bij := hij − 1 we
obtain from (2) thatD(G0,K) consists of certain series λ =
∑
α∈Nnd0
dαb
α where
||λ||r = supα |dα|r
κα. The product version of these considerations yields norms
||.||
(σ)
r resp. quotient norms ‖.‖
(σ)
r¯ on D(
∏
σG0,K) resp. D(GL/Qp ,K). Now
ϕ is induced from ∆ and D((
∏
σGσ)0,K) → D(
∏
σ Gσ,K) where the second
map is certainly norm-decreasing with respect to ||.||
(σ)
r and ‖.‖
(σ)
r¯ . Furthermore
∆∗(bij) = ∆(hij)−1. Since all nd elements ∆(hij) are pairwise different modulo
the first step (
∏
σ G0)
p in the lower p-series of the uniform group
∏
σ G0 the
discussion in [DDMS], 4.2 shows that they may be completed to a minimal
ordered system of generators for
∏
σ G0. Since the norm ||.||
(σ)
r does not depend
on a particular choice of such system (cf. discussion in [ST5] after Thm. 4.10)
one obtains ||∆(hij)− 1||
(σ)
r = ||(hij , 1, ...)− 1||
(σ)
r = ||hij − 1||r whence it easily
follows that ∆∗ is an isometry. Then ϕ is norm-decreasing with respect to ||.||r
and ‖.‖
(σ)
r¯ which yields the completed diagram and its commutativity. It is clear
that the upper horizontal map is norm-decreasing with dense image whence it
remains to establish injectivity. We first show that the inverse map
ϕ−1 : U(gL/Qp ,K)→ U(g0,K)
is norm-decreasing when both sides are given suitable norm topologies. By
Thm. 2.3 the rings Ur(g0,K) resp. Ur(gσ,K) are certain noncommutative
power series rings in the ”variables” ∂ij := vixj ∈ g0 resp. ∂σ,j := xj ∈ gσ.
More precisely, Ur(gσ,K) consists of all formal series
∑
β∈Nd0
dβ∂
β
σ where dβ ∈
K, ∂βσ := ∂
β1
σ,1 · · · ∂
βd
σ,d and ||dβ∂
β
σ ||
σ
r¯ → 0 for |β| → ∞. By Prop. 2.4 ‖.‖
σ
r¯
is multiplicative, the topological K-basis ∂βσ for Ur(gσ,K) is even orthogonal
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with respect to ‖.‖σr¯ and ||∂σ,j ||
σ
r¯ = ||∂1j ||r = cr. Given a generic element of
U(gL/Qp ,K), say λ :=
∑
β∈Nnd0
dβ
∏
σ ∂
βσ.
σ with dβ ∈ K, ∂
βσ.
σ = ∂
βσ,1
σ,1 · · ·∂
βσ,d
σ,d we
have ||λ||
(σ)
r¯ = supβ |dβ |(cr)
|β| since the elements
∏
σ ∂
βσ.
σ are orthogonal with
respect to ||.||
(σ)
r¯ and this latter norm is multiplicative. After these remarks
consider the map L ⊗Qp L →
∏
σ Lσ. Let
∑
aσ,bσ
aσ ⊗ bσ be the inverse image
of 1 ∈ Lσ where we may assume that bσ ∈ oL. Choosing b
(i)
σ ∈ Zp such that∑
i b
(i)
σ vi = bσ we put
s := sup
σ,aσ,bσ,i
|aσb
(i)
σ |.
We have by definition of the map ϕ that
ϕ−1(∂σ,j) =
∑
aσ,b
(i)
σ ,i
aσb
(i)
σ ∂ij .
Hence,
||ϕ−1(∂σ,j)||r = sup
i
|
∑
aσ,b
(i)
σ ,i
aσb
(i)
σ |cr ≤ scr
using that the ∂ij are orthogonal. Given λ ∈ U(gL/Qp ,K) as above define
another norm on U(gL/Qp ,K) via
||λ||
(σ)
(r¯) := sup
β
|dβ |(scr)
|β|
and let U(r)(gL/Qp ,K) be the completion. We obtain
||ϕ−1(λ)||r ≤ sup
β
|dβ |
∏
σ,j
||ϕ−1(∂σ,j)||
βσ,j
r = sup
β
|dβ |(scr)
|β| = ||λ||
(σ)
(r¯)
using that ||.||r is multiplicative. Thus ϕ
−1 is norm-decreasing with respect to
the indicated norms. Now suppose r is sufficiently close to 1. Then there exists
r′ ≤ r such that scr′ ≤ cr (note that cr ↑ ∞ for r ↑ 1) whence Ur(gL/Qp ,K) ⊆
U(r′)(gL/Qp ,K). A simple approximation argument shows that the map
Ur(g0,K)
ϕr
−→ Ur(gL/Qp ,K)
⊆
−→ U(r′)(gL/Qp ,K)
ϕ−1
r′−→ Ur′(g0,K)
equals the inclusion Ur(g0,K) ⊆ Ur′(g0,K). This finishes the proof. 
For the rest of this section we assume L/Qp to be unramified.
Lemma 4.3 Let x ∈ o×L be a lift of a primitive element x¯ for the residue field
extension of L/Qp. Suppose G is uniform* with a Zp-basis v1 = 1, ..., vn of oL
of the form vi = x
i−1. In the situation of the last lemma the map
ϕr : Ur(g0,K)→ Ur(gL/Qp ,K)
is an isometry.
Proof: Source and target of our map are filtered through the respective norm
and it suffices to see that the associated graded map gr˙r ϕr : gr˙r Ur(g0,K) →
gr˙r Ur(gL/Qp ,K) is injective. We use the notation of the preceding proof. Let
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Xij resp. Xσ,j be the principal symbol of ∂ij resp. ∂σ,j. Then gr˙r Ur(g0,K) =
(gr˙ K)[X11, ..., Xnd] and Ur(gL/Qp ,K) = (gr˙ K)[Xσ1,1, ..., Xσn,d]. Denote for
each σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp) by σ¯ the induced Galois automorphism on residue fields.
Let Fj be the ring homomorphism
Fj : (gr˙ K)[X1j , ..., Xnj ] −→ (gr˙ K)[Xσ1,j, ..., Xσn,j ], Xij 7→
∑
σ
σ¯−1v¯i.Xσ,j .
Then gr˙r ϕ equals, in the obvious sense, F1⊗gr˙ K ...⊗gr˙ K Fd whence, by induc-
tion, it suffices to prove bijectivity of F1. Now F1 respects the grading by total
degree whence it is enough to prove bijectivity on homogeneous components.
Since each latter is free of finite rank over the principal ideal domain gr˙ K it
suffices to prove surjectivity in each component or, since F1 is a ring homomor-
phism, in the degree 1 component.But the representing matrix (aij)i,j=1,...,n
of the degree 1 part of F1 with respect to the gr˙ K-bases Xi, i = 1, ..., n resp.
Xσ, σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp) on source resp. target has the shape aij = (σ¯
−1
i x¯)
j−1 and
hence determinant
∏
j>i(σ¯
−1
j x¯− σ¯
−1
i x¯). Since L/Qp is unramified and x¯ gener-
ates the residue extension this determinant is a nonzero element of the residue
field of L whence a unit in gr˙ K. 
Lemma 4.4 Let r be sufficiently close to 1. The ring extension
ϕr : Dr(G0,K) −→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K)
is faithfully flat.
Proof: We prove only the left version (the right version follows similarly). Sup-
pose H ⊆ G is a normal open subgroup which is uniform*. Endow D(G,K)
with the Fre´chet-Stein structure induced by D(H,K) as explained in section 2.
One obtains a commutative diagram
Dr(H0,K) −−−−→ Dr(HL/Qp ,K)y y
Dr(G0,K)
ϕr
−−−−→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K).
Let R be a system of coset representatives for G/H . Choose a system of coset
representativesR′ in G0 for coset representatives of the cokernel of the inclusion
G/H
∆
−→
∏
σGσ/Hσ = GL/Qp/HL/Qp . Then ϕr(R)R
′ equals a system of coset
representatives forGL/Qp/HL/Qp and so the vertical arrows in the above diagram
are finite free ring extensions on R resp. ϕr(R)R
′. Consider the map of left
Dr(G0,K)-modules
⊕g′∈R′ Dr(G0,K)⊗Dr(H0,K) Dr(HL/Qp ,K) −→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K) (6)
induced by (λ⊗µ)g′∈R′ 7→
∑
g′∈R′ ϕr(λ)µ g
′. On the level of vector spaces this
map factores through
⊕g∈R,g′∈R′ gDr(HL/Qp ,K)
∼
→
∑
g,g′
ϕr(g)Dr(HL/Qp ,K)g
′ = Dr(GL/Qp ,K)
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and hence, is bijective (using that g′Dr(HL/Qp ,K) = Dr(HL/Qp ,K)g
′ by nor-
mality of HL/Qp in GL/Qp). It therefore suffices to establish the claim for H .
In other words, we may assume in the following that G is uniform*. By the
construction of uniform* subgroups (cf. [Sch], Cor. 4.4) we may assume that
the associated Zp-basis v1 = 1, ..., vn is as described in Lem. 4.3. This lemma
together with Lem. 4.2 then yields a commutative diagram (+)
Ur(g0,K) −−−−→ Ur(gL/Qp ,K)y y
Dr(G0,K)
ϕr
−−−−→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K)
where the upper vertical arrow is an isometry with dense image. Let X :=
{x1, ..., xd} be the associated L-basis of gL for G. Then the nd elements exp(vixj)
are a minimal set S of topological generators for G. Hence, according to Thm.
2.3, the left vertical arrow is finite free on a basis R in Z[G]. Putting bα =
bα1111 · · ·b
αnd
nd , bij = exp(vixj)−1 ∈ Z[G] one has R = {b
α, αij < ǫ(r, p) for all ij}
with ǫ(r, p) depending only on r and p. Apply this to the group GL/Qp as well.
More precisely, GL/Qp is uniform* with v1, ..., vn and n = |Gal(L/Qp)| copies of
X as bases. By a previous argument the set ϕr(S) ⊆ GL/Qp may be completed to
a minimal set S′ of generators for the uniform group
∏
σG0. Choose an ordering
h′1, ..., h
′
ndn of S
′ such that ϕr(S) = {h
′
1, ..., h
′
nd}. Put b
′
k = h
′
k− 1 and form the
set R′ := {b′α, αk < ǫ(r, p) for all k}. Again by Thm. 2.3 the right vertical
arrow is finite free on the basis R′. Let R′< = {b
′α ∈ R′, αk = 0 for all k > nd}
and R′> = {b
′α ∈ R′, αk = 0 for all k ≤ nd}. The chosen ordering of S
′
implies that ϕr(R) = R
′
<. Now recall that Dr(G0,K) and Dr(GL/Qp ,K) are
Zariski rings (cf. section 2) with respect to the norm filtrations and ϕr is norm-
preserving (Lem. 4.2) whence a filtered morphism. Thus, it suffices to prove
faithful flatness of the graded map gr˙r ϕr : gr˙rDr(G0,K)→ gr˙rDr(GL/Qp ,K)
([LVO], II.1.2.2). To do this consider the graded version of (+) (where the
upper objects are formed with respect to the induced filtrations via the vertical
inclusions of (+))
gr˙r Ur(g0,K)
∼
−−−−→ gr˙r Ur(gL/Qp ,K)y y
gr˙rDr(G0,K)
gr˙r ϕr
−−−−→ gr˙rDr(GL/Qp ,K).
Recall that all rings occuring are commutative. For the rest of this proof
σ(.) always denotes the principal symbol map. By Prop. 2.4 the vertical
arrows are finite free on the basis σ(R) resp. σ(R′) and σ(R′) = {st, s ∈
σ(R′<), t ∈ σ(R
′
>)}. Since gr˙r ϕr 6= 0 one has gr˙r ϕr(σ(bij)) 6= 0 for all ij
whence gr˙r ϕr(σ(R)) = σ(ϕr(R)) = σ(R
′
<). Then the map of gr˙rDr(G0,K)-
modules
⊕x′∈σ(R′>) gr˙rDr(G0,K)⊗gr˙r Ur(g0,K) gr˙r Ur(gL/Qp ,K) −→ gr˙rDr(GL/Qp ,K)
induced by (λ ⊗ µ)x′∈σ(R′>) 7→
∑
x′∈σ(R′>)
gr˙r ϕr(λ)µx
′ is bijective. It follows
that gr˙rDr(GL/Qp ,K) is a finite free gr˙rDr(G0,K)-module (of rank #R
′
>). 
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Corollary 4.5 The map ϕ is injective.
Proof: Since all ϕr are injective (for r sufficiently close to 1) and compatible
with transition with respect to r′ ≤ r the map ϕ is injective by left-exactness
of the projective limit. 
For the rest of this section we assume K/Qp to be finite. Consider the faithfully
flat algebra map Dc(G,K) → D(G0,K) stated in (5). We compose it with ϕ
and show our first main result.
Theorem 4.6 The map Dc(G,K) −→ D(GL/Qp ,K) is faithfully flat.
Proof: We show only left faithful flatness. For flatness we are reduced, by the
usual argument, to show that the mapD(GL/Qp ,K)⊗Dc(G,K)J −→ D(GL/Qp ,K)
is injective for any left ideal J ⊆ Dc(G,K). The ringDc(G,K) being noetherian
the left hand side is a coadmissible D(GL/Qp ,K)-module. By left exactness of
the projective limit we are thus reduced to show that Dr(GL/Qp ,K) ⊗Dc(G,K)
J → Dr(GL/Qp ,K) is injective for all r (sufficiently close to 1). This is clear
since
Dc(G,K)→ D(G0,K)→ Dr(G0,K)
ϕr
−→ Dr(GL/Qp ,K)
is flat (the second map by [ST5], remark 3.2).
For faithful flatness we have to show D(GL/Qp ,K)⊗Dc(G,K) M 6= 0 for any
nonzero left Dc(G,K)-module M . By the first step we may assume that M is
finitely generated. Then D(GL/Qp ,K) ⊗Dc(G,K) M is coadmissible whence we
are reduced, by the equivalence of categories between coadmissible modules and
coherent sheafs ([ST5], Cor. 3.3), to find an index r such that
Dr(GL/Qp ,K)⊗Dc(G,K) M 6= 0.
Put N := D(G0,K)⊗Dc(G,K) M ∈ CG0 . Then N 6= 0 whence Nr 6= 0 for some
r (sufficiently close to 1). It follows that Dr(GL/Qp ,K)⊗Dc(G,K) M equals
Dr(GL/Qp ,K)⊗D(G0,K) N = Dr(GL/Qp ,K)⊗Dr(G0,K) Nr
and the right-hand side is nonzero by faithful flatness of ϕr. 
Each choice σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp) gives rise to the locally L-analytic manifold Kσ
arising from restriction of scalars via σ. The space Can(G,Kσ) = C
an(Gσ−1 ,K)
is called the space of locally σ-analytic functions ([B-VAR], 5.14.3). This moti-
vates the following definition: given V ∈ RepK(G) an element v ∈ V is called a
locally σ-analytic vector if ov ∈ C
an(Gσ−1 , V ). Let Vσ−an denote the subspace
of all these vectors in V .
Consider the Lie algebra map L⊗Qp g0 ≃
∏
σ gσ → gσ−1 . The kernel g
0
σ acts
on V whence one deduces as in case σ = id that Vσ−an = V
g0σ , functorial in
V and that passage to σ-analytic vectors is a left exact functor RepaK(G0) →
RepaK(Gσ−1 ). Note also that given σ 6= τ one has Vσ−an ∩ Vτ−an = V
g0 = V∞,
the smooth vectors in V .
We consider the base extension functor M 7→ M ⊗Dc(G,K) D(GL/Qp ,K) on
finitely generated Dc(G,K)-modules and pull back to representations. This
yields a functor
F : BanadmG (K) −→ Rep
a
K(GL/Qp)
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which is exact and faithful according to Thm. 4.6. Given V ∈ BanadmG (K) note
that, by exactness and since Dc(G,K) is noetherian, the coadmissible module
associated to F (V ) is even finitely presented. We deduce the second main result.
Theorem 4.7 The functor F is exact and faithful. Given V ∈ BanadmG (K) the
representation F (V ) is strongly admissible. Viewed as a Gσ−1-representation,
σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp), it contains Vσ−an as a closed subrepresentation and functorial
in V . In case L = Qp the functor coincides with FQp .
Proof: It remains to see the latter statements. The projection prσ :
∏
σ Gσ →
Gσ induces a continuous inclusion pr
∗
σ : C
an(Gσ,K) → C
an(GL/Qp ,K). By
definition of the locally convex topologies on both sides it is a compact locally
convex inductive limit of isometries and so, according to [E1], Prop. 1.1.41,
a topological embedding with closed image. Dualizing we obtain a continuous
algebra surjection (prσ)∗ : D(GL/Qp ,K) → D(Gσ,K) exhibiting D(Gσ ,K) as
coadmissible D(GL/Qp ,K)-module. It follows from [ST5], Lem. 3.8 and its
proof that V ′b ⊗Dc(G,K) D(Gσ) ∈ CGσ lies in CGL/Qp and that the two canonical
topologies coincide. The D(GL/Qp ,K)-linear surjection
id⊗ (prσ)∗ : V
′
b ⊗Dc(G,K) D(GL/Qp ,K) −→ V
′
b ⊗Dc(G,K) D(Gσ ,K)
then lies in CGL/Qp and is therefore continuous and strict. It is also D(Gσ,K)-
linear and the right-hand side equals (Vσ−1−an)
′
b according to the σ
−1-analytic
version of Prop. 3.4 (cf. remarks above). Passing to strong duals yields a closed
Gσ-equivariant topological embedding Vσ−1−an → F (V ). It is natural in V and
clearly onto in case L = Qp. 
Remark: Let H ⊆ G be a compact subgroup and denote the versions of the
functor F relative to H resp. G by FH resp. FG. The natural map
Dc(G,K)⊗Dc(H,K) D(HL/Qp ,K)→ D(GL/Qp ,K)
being an isomorphism of bimodules is equivalent to L = Qp (cf. (6)). It follows
that in case L 6= Qp the functors FH and FG do not commute with the restriction
functors induced by H ⊆ G resp. HL/Qp ⊆ GL/Qp . Therefore there is no naive
generalization of the functor F to noncompact groups in the case L 6= Qp and
we leave this matter as an open problem.
5 Standard resolutions
Turning back to a general extension L/Qp (not necessarily Galois) the functors
FLQp and FL defined previously remain interesting in themselves. We begin their
study with some general analysis of certain base extension functors between
coadmissible modules.
Let G be a locally L-analytic group. For the rest of this section we fix an ideal
h of L⊗Qp g0 stable under L⊗Ad(g) for all g ∈ G where Ad refers to the adjoint
action of G. Denote by (h) the two-sided ideal generated by h in L ⊗Qp U(g0)
as well as in D(G0,K). Put D := D(G0,K)/(h), CD := CG0 ∩M(D). Then
CD (with D-linear maps) is an abelian category. If G is compact then since
(h) is closed D is a Fre´chet-Stein algebra and if (h)r denotes the closure (h) ⊆
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Dr(G0,K), the coherent sheaf associated to D equals Dr := Dr(G0,K)/(h)r
([ST5], Prop. 3.7). If we base extend the standard complex U(h) ⊗L
∧˙
h via
U(h) ⊆ D(G0,K) then the complex
D(G0,K)⊗L
l∧
h→ ...→ D(G0,K)⊗L
0∧
h→ D, (7)
l := dimLh, consists of finite free left D(G0,K)-modules.
Lemma 5.1 The complex (7) is a free resolution of the left D(G0,K)-module
D by D(G0,K)-bimodules.
Proof: Let us prove that D(G0,K)⊗L
∧˙
h is acyclic. Choosing H ⊆ G compact
open and using h-invariant decompositions
D(G0,K) = ⊕g∈G/HgD(H0,K), D = ⊕g∈G/Hg(D(H0,K)/(h))
we are reduced to G compact. The complex (7) consists then of coadmissible
left D(G0,K)-modules whence acyclicity may be tested on coherent sheafs. It
thus suffices to see that Dr(G0,K)⊗L
∧˙
h is exact for a fixed radius r. The maps
U(g0,K)→ Ur(g0,K)→ Dr(G0,K) are flat, the first by [ST5], remark 3.2 and
the second by Thm. 2.3. We are thus reduced to show that base extending
the standard complex via U(h) ⊆ U(h,K) ⊆ U(L ⊗Qp g0,K) = U(g0,K) is an
exact operation. By Lem. 2.8 this holds for the extension U(h) ⊆ U(h,K) and
U(h,K) ⊆ U(L ⊗Qp g0,K) = U(g0,K) is clearly a free ring extension. This
proves acyclicity. Using that h is Ad-stable we may endow the complex (7) with
a right D(G0,K)-module structure as follows. The adjoint action of G0 on h
is locally analytic and extends functorially to a continuous right action on
∧q
h
given explicitly via (x1 ∧ ...∧ xq)g = Ad(g
−1)x1 ∧ ...∧Ad(g
−1)xq . Letting G0 act
on D(G0,K) by right multiplication we give D(G0,K)⊗
∧q
h the right diago-
nal G0-action which extends to a separately continuous right D(G0,K)-module
structure (cf. [ST6], Appendix). The identity gxg−1 = Ad(g)x in D(G0,K) im-
plies that the differential ∂ of (7) respects the diagonal right G0-action. Since
K[G0] ⊆ D(G0,K) is dense ([ST2], Lem. 3.1) ∂ respects the right D(G0,K)-
module structure by continuity. 
Proposition 5.2 Given X ∈ CG0 one has Tor
D(G0,K)
∗ (X,D) ∈ CD. Further-
more, TorD(G0,K)∗ (X,D) ≃ H∗(h, X) in V ecK natural in X which is topologi-
cal with respect to the canonical topology on the left hand side. In particular,
TorD(G0,K)∗ (., D) = 0 in degrees ∗ > dimLh.
Proof: Let X ∈ CG0 be given. By the above lemma Tor
D(G0,K)
∗ (X,D) ≃
h∗(X ⊗L
∧˙
h) in V ecK . By the usual argument with double complexes, the
right module structure on X ⊗L
∧˙
h makes the isomorphism right D(G0,K)-
equivariant. Now X is coadmissible and
∧q
h is finite dimensional. Hence
dualising [E1], Prop. 6.1.5 yields that each right module X ⊗L
∧q
h is coad-
missible and its canonical topology coincides with the tensor product topology.
Since CG0 is abelian we obtain Tor
D(G0,K)
∗ (X,D) ∈ CG0 ∩M(D) = CD. The
remaining statements are now clear. 
In the compact case the associated coherent sheafs are easily computed.
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Corollary 5.3 Let G be compact. Given X ∈ CG0 then Tor
D(G0,K)
∗ (X,D)r =
TorDr(G0,K)∗ (Xr, Dr). Also, Tor
Dr(G0,K)
∗ (Xr, Dr) ≃ H∗(h, Xr) in V ecK .
Proof: Let P. → X be a projective resolution in M(D(G0,K)). By flatness
of D(G0,K) → Dr(G0,K) the complex P. ⊗D(G0,K) Dr(G0,K) → Xr is a
projective resolution of the Dr(G0,K)-module Xr. Since Dr ≃ D ⊗D(G0,K)
Dr(G0,K)) as (D(G0,K), Dr(G0,K))-bimodules ([ST5], Cor. 3.1) we have as
right Dr(G0,K)-modules
TorDr(G0,K)∗ (Xr, Dr) ≃ h∗(P.⊗D(G0,K) Dr)
≃ h∗(P.⊗D(G0,K) D)⊗D(G0,K) Dr(G0,K)
≃ TorD(G0,K)∗ (X,D)⊗D(G0,K) Dr(G0,K).

Since CG0 ⊆M(D(G0,K)) is a full embedding (and similarly for CD) we have
Corollary 5.4 The functors TorD(G0,K)∗ (., D) form a homological δ-functor be-
tween CG0 and CD.
Proposition 5.5 There is a commutative (up to natural isomorphism) diagram
of functors
RepaK(G0)
V 7→V h
−−−−→ RepaK(G0)
V 7→V ′b
y yV 7→V ′b
CG0
M 7→M⊗D(G0 ,K)D−−−−−−−−−−−−→ CG0
Proof: Suppose first that G is compact. By continuity of the Lie action and
since h is Ad-stable V 7→ V h is an auto-functor of RepaK(G0). The complex
V ′b ⊗L
∧˙
h consists of coadmissible right modules whence the differential is strict.
Hence Lem. 2.7 for ∗ = 0 implies that restriction of functionals yields a G0-
isomorphism V ′b /V
′
bh ≃ (V
h)′b of topological vector spaces, functorial in V . By
local analyticity this extends to an isomorphism of right D(G0,K)-modules
V ′b ⊗D(G0,K) D ≃ (V
h)′b natural in V . This settles the compact case. If G is
arbitrary the result follows easily from the compact case by choosing a compact
open subgroup. 
6 Higher analytic vectors
We are mainly interested in the choice h := g0 where, as before, g0 = ker (L⊗Qp
g0 → g). HenceD = D(G0,K)/(g
0) ≃ D(G,K) and CD = CG0∩M(D(G,K)) =
CG.
Theorem 6.1 Passage to analytic vectors FLQp extends to a cohomological δ-
functor (RiFLQp)i≥0 with R
iFLQp = 0 for i > ([L : Qp]− 1) dimLG.
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Proof: We may clearly replace the right upper resp. lower corner in Prop. 5.5
by RepaK(G) resp. CG without changing the statement. Both vertical arrows
are anti-equivalences between abelian categories and therefore exact functors.
By direct calculation pulling back the functors TorD(G0,K)∗ (., D(G,K)) : CG0 →
CG (cf. Cor. 5.4) yields a cohomological δ-functor extending F
L
Qp
. Finally,
dimLg
0 = ([L : Qp]− 1) dimLG. 
The functors RiFLQp can be expressed without referring to coadmissible modules.
Endowing V ∈ RepaK(G0) with the uniquely determined separately continuous
left D(G0,K)-module structure we may consider the G-representation (*)
ExtiD(G0,K)(D(G,K), V )
where the left G-action comes from right multiplication on D(G,K).
Corollary 6.2 The G-representation (∗) lies in RepaK(G) and there is a natural
isomorphism
RiFLQp(V ) ≃ Ext
i
D(G0,K)(D(G,K), V )
of admissible G-representations.
Proof: Taking cohomology on the complex HomD(G0,K)(D(G0,K)⊗L
∧˙
g0, V ) =
HomL(
∧˙
g0, V ) yields an isomorphism Ext∗D(G0,K)(D(G,K), V ) ≃ H
∗(g0, V ) in
V ecK natural in V . We endow the Ext group with the locally convex topology
of compact type of the right-hand side. Using Lem. 2.7 as well as Prop. 5.2 we
obtain a natural isomorphism in V ecK
TorD(G0,K)∗ (V
′
b , D(G,K))
′
b ≃ Ext
∗
D(G0,K)(D(G,K), V )
which is topological. To check that it is G-equivariant amounts to check the
G-equivariance of the isomorphisms of complexes (h∗(V
′⊗L
∧˙
g0))′ ≃ h∗((V ′⊗L∧˙
g0)′) appearing in the proof of Lem. 2.7 and (V ′ ⊗L
∧˙
g0)′ ≃ HomL(
∧˙
g0, V )
(remark before [loc.cit.]). These are direct computations. 
Let G be compact and K/Qp be finite. Using the notation of section 3 recall
that FQp is exact and preserves injective objects (Thm. 3.1). Hence we have
the following direct application of our results to Banach space representations.
Proposition 6.3 Let G be compact and K/Qp be finite. Then
RiFL = R
iFLQp ◦ FQp and R
iFL = 0, i > ([L : Qp]− 1) dimLG
for the right-derived functors of FL.
We conclude with two further applications when varying h.
1. σ-analytic representations. Assume L/Qp is Galois. Letting h := g
0
σ in
Cor. 5.4 and pulling back to representations yields: for each σ ∈ Gal(L/Qp)
the left-exact functor RepaK(G0) → Rep
a
K(Gσ−1 ), V 7→ Vσ−an extends to a
δ-functor. The higher functors vanish in degrees > ([L : Qp]− 1) dimLG.
2. Smooth representations. Let Rep∞,aK (G) ⊆ Rep
a
K(G0) denote the full
abelian subcategory of smooth-admissible representations ([ST5], §6). The
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equivalence RepaK(G0) ≃ CG0 induces an equivalence Rep
∞,a
K (G) ≃ C∞ where
C∞ = CG0 ∩M(D
∞(G,K)) and D∞(G,K) = D(G0,K)/(g0) denotes the al-
gebra of smooth distributions ([ST6], §1). Since V∞ = H0(g0, V ) we may put
h := L ⊗Qp g0, apply the results of the preceding section and obtain: passage
to smooth vectors RepaK(G0) → Rep
∞,a
K (G), V 7→ V
∞ extends to a δ-functor
vanishing in degrees > [L : Qp] dimLG.
7 Analytic vectors in induced representations
As an application we study the interaction of the functors RiFLQp with locally
analytic induction. This implies an explicit formula for the higher analytic
vectors in principal series representations. As usual G denotes a locally L-
analytic group.
We let P ⊆ G be a closed subgroup with Lie algebra p. Let IndGP denote the
locally analytic induction viewed as a functor from admissible P -representations
(W,ρ), finite dimensional over K, to admissible G-representations. Explicitly,
IndGP (W ) := {f ∈ C
an(G,W ), f(gb) = ρ(b)−1f(g) for all g ∈ G, b ∈ P}
and G acts by left translations. One has the isomorphism of right D(G,K)-
modules
W ′b ⊗D(P,K) D(G,K)
∼
−→ (IndGPW )
′
b (8)
mapping φ⊗ λ to the functional f 7→ λ(g 7→ φ(f(g))) ([OS], 2.4).
Recall that g0 := ker (L ⊗Qp g0 → g). We assume for the rest of this
section that there is a compact open subgroup G′ ⊆ G such that an ”Iwasawa
decomposition”
G = G′P (9)
holds.
Lemma 7.1 Given X ∈ M(D(G0,K)) there is a natural isomorphism
Tor
D(G′0,K)
∗ (X,D(G
′,K)) ≃ TorD(G0,K)∗ (X,D(G,K))
as right D(G′,K)-modules.
Proof: Let ∗ = 0. For X = D(G0,K) the claim follows from the fact that
G′ ⊆ G is open whence g0 ⊆ D(G′0,K) with D(G
′,K) = D(G′0,K)/(g
0). The
case of arbitrary X follows from this. In general a projective resolution P.→ X
of X as D(G0,K)-module remains a projective resolution of X as D(G
′
0,K)-
module since D(G0,K) is free over D(G
′
0,K). The claim then follows from the
case ∗ = 0. 
Now put P ′ := P ∩ G′. Using (9) restriction of functions induces a topolog-
ical G′-isomorphism
IndGPW
∼
−→ IndG
′
P ′W (10)
where the right-hand side has the obvious meaning ([Fea], 4.1.4).
Lemma 7.2 (i) For all Y ∈ M(D(P,K)) the natural map
Y ⊗D(P ′,K) D(G
′,K)→ Y ⊗D(P,K) D(G,K)
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is an isomorphism of D(G′,K)-modules.
(ii) We have a commutative diagram
W ′ ⊗D(P ′,K) D(G
′,K) −−−−→ (IndG
′
P ′W )
′y y
W ′ ⊗D(P,K) D(G,K) −−−−→ (Ind
G
PW )
′
of right D(G′,K)-modules in which all four maps are isomorphisms.
Proof: This is a straightforward generalization of [ST6], Lem. 6.1 using (9). 
Recall from last section that FLQp extends to a δ-functor (R
iFLQp)i≥0 (Thm.
6.1). Assume that we are given a finite dimensional locally Qp-analytic P -
representation W . We abbreviate in the following
V := IndG0P0 W ∈ Rep
a
K(G0)
and study the admissible G-representations RiFLQp(V ). Let Q. = D(P0,K)⊗L∧˙
p0 resp. Q˜. = D(G0,K) ⊗L
∧˙
g0 denote the standard resolutions for the bi-
modules D(P,K) resp. D(G,K) as referred to in Lem. 5.1. We have the
natural morphism of complexes of D(P0,K)-bimodules Q. → Q˜. induced by
D(P0,K) → D(G0,K) and p
0 → g0. Tensoring with the right D(P0,K)-
equivariant map W ′ → V ′, w 7→ w⊗ 1 arising from (8) gives rise to a morphism
of complexes of right D(P0,K)-modules
W ′ ⊗D(P0,K) Q.→ V
′ ⊗D(G0,K) Q˜.
Taking homology and extending scalars yields a map
f : TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))⊗D(P ) D(G) −→ Tor
D(G0)
∗ (V
′, D(G))
of right D(G)-modules where we have abbreviated D(G) := D(G,K), D(P ) :=
D(P,K) etc.
Proposition 7.3 The map f is an isomorphism.
Proof: First note that the right-hand side is a priori coadmissible by Prop. 5.2.
We now have bijective maps of right D(G′)-modules
TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))⊗D(P ) D(G)
∼
→ TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))⊗D(P ′) D(G
′)
(Lem. 7.2 (i) applied to Y := TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))) and
TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))⊗D(P ′) D(G
′)
∼
→ Tor
D(P ′0)
∗ (W
′, D(P ′))⊗D(P ′) D(G
′)
(Lem. 7.1 applied to P ′ ⊆ P andW ′ ∈M(D(P0,K)). Their composite fits into
the diagram of right D(G′)-modules
TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P )) ⊗D(P ) D(G)
f
−−−−→ TorD(G0)∗ (V
′, D(G))y y
Tor
D(P ′0)
∗ (W
′, D(P ′))⊗D(P ′) D(G
′) −−−−→ Tor
D(G′0)
∗ (V
′, D(G′))
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where the right hand vertical arrow is due to Lem. 7.1 and bijective. The lower
horizontal arrow is defined analogously to the upper one using Lem. 7.2 (ii).
Tracing through the definitions of the maps involved this diagram commutes.
We may thus assume that G is compact. Then both sides of our map are coad-
missible: TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P )) is finite dimensional over K (Prop. 5.2) hence is
a finitely presented D(P )-module. We introduce another map of right D(G)-
modules
f ′ : TorD(P0)∗ (W
′, D(P ))⊗D(P ) D(G) −→ Tor
D(G0)
∗ (V
′, D(G)) (11)
as follows. Choose a projective resolution P. → W ′ by right D(P0)-modules
according to Lem. 7.4 below. Then P˜ . := P. ⊗D(P0) D(G0) is a projective
resolution for W ′ ⊗D(P0) D(G0) = V
′ whence the natural map
P.⊗D(P0) D(P )→ P˜ .⊗D(G0) D(G)
induced by m⊗λ 7→ m⊗1⊗λ for m ∈ Pn, m⊗1 ∈ P˜n, λ ∈ D(P ) ⊆ D(G) gives
our map f ′. We claim that it is bijective: by coadmissibility this may be tested
on coherent sheafs. Let us realize D(G0) and D(G) as Fre´chet-Stein algebras
via the families of norms appearing in Prop. 2.6. In particular Dr(P ) →
Dr(G) is flat for all r. Denote by W
′
r resp. V
′
r = W
′
r ⊗Dr(P0) Dr(G0) the
coherent sheafs associated to W ′ resp. V ′. Then the coherent sheafs associated
to both sides of (11) are given by TorDr(P0)∗ (W
′
r, Dr(P )) ⊗Dr(P ) Dr(G) resp.
TorDr(G0)∗ (V
′
r , Dr(G)) according to Cor. 5.3. Put Pr. := P.⊗D(P0)Dr(P0) resp.
P˜r . := P˜ . ⊗D(G0) Dr(G0). By [ST5], remark 3.2 Pr. → W
′
r resp. P˜r. → V
′
r are
projective resolutions of W ′r resp. V
′
r and the map
f ′⊗D(G)Dr(G) : Tor
Dr(P0)
∗ (W
′
r , Dr(P ))⊗Dr(P )Dr(G)→ Tor
Dr(G0)
∗ (V
′
r , Dr(G))
coincides with the one induced by
Pr.⊗Dr(P0) Dr(P )→ P˜r.⊗Dr(G0) Dr(G).
Since Dr(P ) → Dr(G) is flat f
′ ⊗D(G) Dr(G) is bijective and since this holds
for all r the map f ′ is bijective. Using a standard double complex argument
now shows that f = f ′ whence the proposition. 
The following lemma was used in the preceding proof.
Lemma 7.4 Assume G is compact. There is a projective resolution P. → W ′
by right D(P0)-modules such P.⊗D(P0) D(G0) is acyclic.
Proof: By density of analytic vectors (Thm. 3.1) W ′ being finite dimensional
over K implies thatW ′⊗Dc(P0)D(P0) =W
′. Now choose a finite free resolution
P ′. of the Dc(P0)-moduleW
′. By the flatness result (5) P. := P ′.⊗Dc(P0)D(P0)
is a finite free resolution of the D(P0)-module W
′ and it remains to see the
last statement. Now every kernel Kn ⊆ Pn of the differential in P. is a
finitely presented D(P0)-module whence the morphism Kn ⊗D(P0) D(G0) →
Pn⊗D(P0)D(G0) lies in CG0 . Its injectivity follows therefore on coherent sheafs
from flatness of Dr(P0) → Dr(G0) and left-exactness of the projective limit
using the Fre´chet-Stein structure of Prop. 2.6. 
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Theorem 7.5 The functors RiFLQp commute with induction: given a finite di-
mensional locally Qp-analytic P -representation W one has an isomorphism
RiFLQp ◦ Ind
G0
P0
(W ) ≃ IndGP ◦R
iFLQp(W )
as admissible G-representations functorial in W .
Proof: This follows from dualising the isomorphism in the preceding proposition
which is, by construction, functorial in W . 
The functor IndGP is nonzero on objects ([Fea], Satz. 4.3.1) whence
Corollary 7.6 We have RiFLQp(Ind
G0
P0
W ) 6= 0 if and only if RiFLQp(W ) 6= 0. In
particular RiFLQp(Ind
G0
P0
W ) = 0 for all i > ([L : Qp]− 1) dimLp.
The above results apply in particular when G equals the L-points of a con-
nected reductive group over L and P ⊆ G is a parabolic subgroup. If W is a
one dimensional P -representation Kχ given by a locally Qp-analytic character
χ : P → K× we may determine the vector space RiFLQp(Kχ) completely. For
simplicity we assume that G is quasi-split and let P := B be a Borel subgroup
with Lie algebra b. Then b = tu (semidirect product) where t is a maximal
toral subalgebra and u = [b, b]. Let b0 be the kernel of K ⊗Qp b0 → K ⊗L b
and define t0 and u0 analogously. Then Kχ is a b
0-module via K ⊗Qp dχ where
dχ : b0 → K denotes the differential of χ. We denote this module as well as the
induced (note that [b0, b0] = u0) t0-module by Kdχ.
Corollary 7.7 There is an isomorphism in V ecK
RiFLQp(Kχ) ≃
∑
j+k=i
j∧
t0 ⊗K H
k(u0,Kdχ)
t0 .
Proof: By Prop. 5.2 we have that RiFLQp(Kχ) = H
i(b0,Kdχ) in V ecK . The
algebras b0 resp. t0 resp. u0 are direct products of scalar extensions of b resp. t
resp. u. In particular, t0 ⊆ b0 is a reductive subalgebra whence [HS], Thm. 12
implies that there is an isomorphism
Hi(b0,Kdχ) ≃
∑
j+k=i
Hj(t0,K)⊗K H
k(b0, t0,Kdχ)
in V ecK where H
∗(b0, t0,Kdχ) is the relative Lie algebra cohomology with re-
spect to t0. Now t0 is even toral whence the argument preceding [loc.cit.],
Thm. 13 implies that H∗(b0, t0,Kdχ) ≃ H
∗(u0,Kdχ)
t0 . Finally, since t0 is
abelian, the differential in HomK(
∧˙
t0,K) vanishes identically and so one ob-
tains Hj(t0,K) = HomK(
∧j
t0,K). 
Remark: One has Hk(u0,Kdχ) = H
k(u0,K) in V ecK and since u
0 is nilpo-
tent [D], Thm. 2 implies that dimK H
k(u0,K) ≥ 1 for 0 ≤ k ≤ dimKu
0.
Corollary 7.8 If χ is smooth one has R1FLQp(Ind
G0
P0
Kχ) 6= 0.
Proof: We have dχ = 0 whence H0(u0,Kdχ)
t0 = K. By the corollary there is
an injection
∧1
t0 → R1FLQp(Kχ) whence the claim follows from Cor. 7.6. 
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